more proposed by the academic community. Two good Abstract-Grid connected PhotoVoltaic (PV) inverters fall into reviews have been written by Kjaer [3] 
have been traditionally grid connected using a central three A more recent approach is to give each high voltage DC phase inverter system, often a thyristor line commutated PV string its own dc-ac inverter, which usually has a rating of inverter. The 39.5kWp photovoltaic facade project at the UK between 1-5kW. The string inverter is an ideal solution to University of Northumbria installed in 1994 is a good residential PV installations, which are usually about this size.
example [5] . The significant amount of PV wiring to the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) is performed on inverter is all high voltage DC, which demands careful safety the string, but not yet on each module. Efficiency is high and and protection considerations, and is unfamiliar to most costs reasonable. An example of one possible string inverter electrical contractors. The DC strings of PV modules must topology is shown in Figure 3 Step up Converter The Northumbria installation has 31 parallel strings of 15 Module Integrated Converters are generally at a cost series connected PV modules distributed across the face of a disadvantage compared to other approaches.
building as a fa,cade. The parallel connection of strings Myrzik [9] and Kjaer [3] are excellent review papers of forces their voltage to be equal, so should some of the both MICs and string inverters, while Ishikawa [4] provides a modules in a string become shaded, the entire string may no good review of products in the market. longer deliver power to the inverter. This is indeed a problem III.
TWO ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES others. The buck converter (as shown in Figure 5 ) is the most Placing a converter at each PV module as MIC suitable for this application, and generally the most efficient, installations do has several advantages. The list presented but will require the most PV modules to ensure a minimum here is a summary of an expanded discussion from a previous output voltage at the dc bus. The boost converter minimizes paper by the author [10] universal dc-dc converter capable of fulfilling the The converters "shuffle" or "bypass" power to allow mismatches in PV requirements of either application has been designed, built, module output. Three possible dc-dc converter topologies are shown.
and evaluated. The application influenced the specific design
The author has previously proposed two alternative hybrid choices made. An initial design was tested, and a revision of topologies which seek to capture the benefits of per PV the converter was then been produced. Both are shown in module converters while minimizing the cost and efficiency Figure 7 . The board dimensions are 120mm by 75mm, and penalties. In the first approach, multiple non-isolated dc-dc could be reduced if required. converters (one per PV module) are connected in series and a
The power converter circuitry is quite conventional. It single central or string dc-ac converter performs isolation (if consists of two parallel MOSFET half bridges (essentially a necessary) and grid connection ( Figure 5 ) [10] . The full bridge, with each phase having its own inductor). Based multi-string concept proposed by Meinhardt [11] has on the definition of input and output ports, the converter can similarities, withparallel dc-dc PV string converters feeding be viewed and operated as a buck, boost, or buck-boost a central dc-ac inverter. Any of the basic dc-dc converter converter. topologies are suitable, although some are better suited than was used. [10] . cycle (at the microcontroller) of 500n , the output voltage For easy availability to a broad range of MOSFETs, T0220 ranged from 15V to lIIV (Figure 8 ).
devicareaused.
Iveng lossesae epctn trol ol les th n It cr-%,attention be e sefnc that whiLe the indcto currentsrwingsbot tcatts,ethimr, boie are solwthiderendento gthe PCdtroider positiv and neaieec ylat low currents we ozr otg wt here (Z OUT The losses of this converter were higher than hoped, B. Converter Design Revision and Testing especially at low currents (Figure 9 ), but never-the-less, the Using these first results for direction, a revision of the efficiency was pleasingly high for a first attempt, remaining converter design was undertaken. The microcontroller was around 9500 for much of its operating region ( Figure 10 Fg14: Th input andoupu votae of the---bos cnere running-in TheTh-inutandoupu votage of--th bos covtrCC-t ixdduycyl-o 00,fo in-V running in-CCM-at a fixed duty-cycle-of 5000-for Vin -5-. These results have secondly given insight into the likely
